
NIX

This is nothing - especially for you. Since I literally wanted to sell nothing, I thought about nothing 
in particular for quite some time. 

The prototype was made out of paper in order to thank a friend for his help and desperately wished 
for nothing. Since I am from Austria this was of course created in German. My passion for 
translating Jazz/ Blues into the dialect of my hometown, Vienna, also influenced the work. NIX 
(colloquial for ger. Nichts, engl. nothing) is almost made of nothing- a little plastic added. And there
is not even the (w)hole German word - a little hole added. 

So I am finally able to present you with nothing you need and/or love. 

Nothing to lay your hands on. Yes, from now on you have nothing to lose, nothing to take with you, 
nothing to share, nothing to give and nothing to worry or be mad about. 

Helpful for all those passionate about starring at nothing - might also work for people starring at 
nothing in particular (no study about this could be found). 

Also a perfect gift for those who wish for "nothing" whenever you ask for advice about what they 
want for birthday or on other occasions. 

The perfect match and the only thing for those who already have everything. 

Did you ask yourself "what can I get for this person he/ she does not already own?" What else could
the answer to this question be but "nothing"?

It was a nice experience talking to an engeneer about nothing(,) which he is an expert in. A lot of 
thoughts and other efforts for nothing - this is what you might also share in your personal 
experience. Share my happiness to get nothing out of it.

Do you wish to support an artist like me with nothing? Do it! Also you might want to tell a friend 
and share photos on social media. Imagine yourself posting nothing.

Get nothing at (and if you try hard enough out of) my exhibitions, readings, singing lessons or 
concert. Contact me for nothing. I will happily send nothing by post. 

Creative concept & text: crackthefiresister
Engeneer / technical advisor: Brove

Engeneer / technical advisor, constructor / exhibition cooperator/ custom case designer & builder 
Brove - contact via crackthefiresister (unique handcrafting)


